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Mean lifetime measurements and calculations of long-lived HeNe21 isotopes
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The mean lifetimes of the3He 20Ne21 and 3He 22Ne21 isotopes of the HeNe21 molecular ion have been
measured to be 55610 ns and 72614 ns, respectively. These mean lifetimes are similar to each other and
about a factor of 3 smaller than the previously reported mean lifetime of the most abundant4He 20Ne21

isotope. The small differences between the mean lifetimes of the different isotopes suggest that the long-lived
HeNe21 decays mainly by dipole electronic transitions to lower dissociating states. We have performed
multireference configuration interaction~MRCI! calculations of the HeNe21 ground state and many excited
electronic states. The electronic ground state is found to be metastable and deep enough to sustain a single
vibrational state in contrast to previous calculations. However, its calculated mean lifetime is;11 ps which is
too short to be detected in our experiments. Excited states associated with the He1 Ne21 dissociation limits
are bound by the long-range interaction between Ne21 and polarized He. Similarly, the lowest state associated
with a He211 Ne dissociation limit is also bound by long-range interaction. Due to an avoided crossing, the
singlet state correlating with the first excited He11 Ne1 limit is metastable. These states decay mainly by
dipole electronic transitions to lower dissociating states. Decay rate calculations suggest five possible elec-
tronic states which are in agreement with the measured values.@S1050-2947~97!05608-4#

PACS number~s!: 31.50.1w, 34.50.Gb
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I. INTRODUCTION

A couple of years ago, we reported that long-lived sta
of 4He 20Ne21 are formed in charge-stripping collisions b
tween 900 keV4He 20Ne1 and Ar atoms, and that the mea
lifetime of the most abundant isotope is 184632 ns@1#. At
that time the low-lying1S1 electronic states of this molecu
lar ion had been investigated using configuration interac
@2# and many-body perturbation@3# theories. Only the lowes
of these states has a local minimum, but the calcula
potential-energy curves are too shallow to support any vib
tional levels. Thus, it was suggested that the observed lo
lived HeNe21 was formed in bound or metastable high
excited electronic states@1#. In particular, states of differen
symmetry than the1S1 symmetry of the electronic groun
state were considered to be likely candidates. This was b
on the assumption that states of the same symmetry
decay to the ground state and dissociate much faster tha
measured mean lifetime.

Not only was the long-lived electronic state not identifie
but also the decay mechanism of the HeNe21 was then un-
known. It is possible that these molecular ions are formed
a bound excited state and then decay by dipole transition
a lower unbound state which then rapidly dissociates. Gi
the long mean lifetimes, i.e., the small transition rates, t
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implies that the initial and final states are only weak
coupled. Another possibility is that a metastable state
populated for which dipole transitions are either forbidden
very slow. This metastable state then decays by tunne
through the potential-energy barrier. For the latter dec
mechanism, large isotopic effects are expected as a resu
the shift of the vibrational energy levels caused by t
change of the reduced mass. Thus, mean lifetime meas
ments of different isotopes can indicate which decay mec
nism is more likely. Such measurements have been used
cently to determine the decay mechanism of NeAr21 @4#. In
Sec. II measurements of the mean lifetimes of two ot
HeNe21 isotopes, namely,3He 20Ne21 and 3He 22Ne21,
are presented. These measurements were done using
same method we used previously@1#, and the results dis-
cussed in Sec. IV suggest that the long-lived HeNe21 decays
by dipole transitions to lower dissociating states.

In order to determine which state of the HeNe21 molecu-
lar ion was the measured long-lived one, we have perform
extensiveab initio multireference configuration interactio
calculations which are described in Sec. III A. The loc
minimum of the newly calculated ground electronic state
much deeper than suggested by previous calculations@2,3#.
This local minimum can sustain a single vibrational state.
mean lifetime, however, is too short to be detected in
measurements. Among the calculated potential-ene
curves there are a few possible long-lived states. We h
calculated the decay rates by tunneling and by dipole tra
tions of all those bound and metastable states~see Sec.
III B !. The calculated mean lifetimes are compared to
measured ones in Sec. IV.
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56 1269MEAN LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS . . .
II. EXPERIMENT

The mean lifetimes of the3He 20Ne21 and 3He 22Ne21

isotopes have been determined using the same experim
method that was used by us previously to measure the m
abundant4He 20Ne21 isotope@1#, thus it will be described
only briefly. The HeNe21 molecular ions were formed b
charged-stripping collisions of 900 keV HeNe1 with Ar.
The different isotopes of the HeNe1 parent molecular ions
were formed in the accelerator rf ion source which contain
a mixture of He and Ne isotopes. The isotope of interes
each measurement was then selected by an analyzing m
and directed through the differentially pumped target c
The doubly charged molecular ions thus formed were t
deflected toward a surface barrier detector by a parallel p
electrostatic analyzer. The number of HeNe21 which disso-
ciated in flight after the analyzer was determined from
number of He fragments detected. These fragments h
only a small fraction of the beam energy (3

23EBeam for the
3He 20Ne21, for example! and can be distinguished from th
other fragments, molecules, and atoms taking advantag
the fact that the detector produces a signal proportional to
particle energy. To assure that the He fragments will
coincide with the Ne fragment from the dissociation of t
same molecule a mask covering half the detector was u
~Note that the fragments of a diatomic molecule move
opposite directions in the center-of-mass frame, and thu
half the detector is covered only one of them can be
tected!. For details see@1,5#.

The number of detected He fragments from the disso
tion in flight after the analyzer of the HeNe21 molecular
ions is given in Fig. 1 for the different isotopes.~The
4He 20Ne21 data are taken from Ref.@1#!. The data were
fitted assuming a single exponential decay which yields
following expression:

N~He!5 1
2 N0@e2x/vt2e2 l d /vt#, ~1!

whereN0 is the number of HeNe21 formed in the target cell,
x andl d are the distances from the target cell to the analy
exit and the detector, respectively,v is the beam velocity,
andt is the effective mean lifetime@1,5#.

III. THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Potential-energy curves

The low-lying molecular states of the HeNe21 system
which we investigated byab initio quantum chemical mo
lecular orbital calculations and the associated dissocia
channels@6# are given in Table I. It should be noted that
series of atomic asymptotes is located between the asy
totes V and VI from Table I corresponding to He11Ne1* ,
where a nonvalence excited state of the neon atom is
volved, such as 2s2 2p4 x1 with x53s,3p, etc. These state
were not included in our investigation, since~i! they are
expected to be completely repulsive~due to the large size o
Ne1* ) and ~ii ! the one-particle description employed, a
though quite extensive~see below!, is not optimized with
respect to an adequate description of such nonvalence
cited states of the atom and the corresponding molec
Rydberg states. Adiabatic potential-energy curves for
states included in Table I were calculated using
tal
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complete-active space self-consistent field~CAS-SCF! @7#
and multireference configuration interaction method~MRCI!
@8#. In this approach, the zeroth-order wave function is g
erated by including all symmetry-adapted configuration st
functions obtained by distributing the eight valence electro
in 2–4s and 1p molecular orbitals built from the
2s,2p~Ne! and 1s~He! atomic orbitals@the 1s ~Ne! orbital
was kept doubly occupied#. Natural CAS-SCF orbitals were
individually optimized for each electronic state and sub
quently employed in the MRCI treatment, which covered
single and double excitations from the reference space
scribed above~the 1s electrons of Ne were not correlated!.
The MRCI total energiesEMRCI were corrected by the renor
malized multireference Davidson correction@9# to obtain fi-
nal energiesEMRCI1Q , which are approximately size exten
sive

EMRCI1Q5EMRCI1DEc

12c0
2

c0
2 . ~2!

Here,DEc denotes the energy difference between the MR
energy and the energy of the CAS-SCF reference wave fu
tion, andc0 is the weight of the reference space in the to
MRCI expansion.

For the expansion of the molecular orbitals, a Gauss
basis set of the atomic natural orbital~ANO! @10# type was
used. Following Widmark, Persson, and Roos@@10#~b!#, a
@7s7p4d3 f # contraction of a (14s9p4d3 f ) primitive set
was employed for neon and supplemented by twog-type
functions with exponents of 3.18 and 1.272~generated by an
even-scaling procedure from oneg exponent, energy opti-
mized for the neon atom in a configuration interaction cal
lation with all single and double excitations!. The corre-
sponding helium basis has@7s4p3d2 f # contracted functions
from a (9s4p3d2 f ) primitive set. Only the pure spherica
harmonic components of the basis functions were used,
the one-particle set includes a total of 135 contracted Ga
ian functions. Transition dipole moments between the diff
ent electronic states of HeNe21 were calculated from the
CAS-SCF wave functions employing the CAS state inter
tion method@11# to avoid errors due to the nonorthogonali
of the CAS-SCF wave functions of the same symmetry.
calculation were performed with theMOLCAS-2 and -3 suites
of quantum chemistry programs@12# on IBM RS/6000 work-
stations.

Atomic test calculations~see Table II! demonstrate the
performance of the MRCI method and the employed o
particle basis for properties of interest for the present c
text. For the prediction of atomic energy levels@13#, the
largest error occurs in the second ionization energy of
neon atom, which is underestimated by 0.22 eV due to
incomplete treatment of the correlation energy. However,
the present purpose this accuracy in the ionization energie
acceptable on the background of the additional compu
tional efforts associated with a further extension of the
ready fairly large basis sets to higherl -quantum numbers and
of then-particle space treatment, which would be required
bring the calculated ionization energies in better agreem
with experiment. Considerably lower errors~max. 0.05 eV!
occur for the electronic excitation energies of the neon io
which provides confidence in the performance of the MR
method for the treatment of the electronically excited sta
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FIG. 1. The number of~a! 3He 20Ne21, ~b! 3He 22Ne21, and~c! 4He 20Ne21 ~the data were taken from Ref.@1#! molecular ions, which
passed the electrostatic analyzer, as a function of their flight time from the target cell.@The error bars on~a! and~b! represent statistical error
only.#
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of HeNe21. Finally, the calculated dipole polarizability o
the helium atom almost matches the experimental va
while the respective MRCI1Q result for neon underesti
mates the experimental result by 4%, which is satisfact
for our purpose. Note that the SCF dipole polarizability
the employed basis amounts to 2.30 a.u., 0.07 a.u. lower
the SCF limit@14#. Based on earlier studies@14#, most of the
discrepancy between our MRCI1Q value of the dipole po-
larizability and the experimental number must be attribu
to basis set incompleteness, in particular the lack of ad
tional diffuses andp functions.

Further information on the performance of the employ
methods comes from a calculation on theX 2S1 ground state
e

y

an

d
i-

d

of the singly charged HeNe1 ion ~Table III, see below!.
Solving the nuclear Schro¨dinger equation in the respectiv
MRCI1Q potential, we obtain the following spectroscop
constants:Re52.702 a.u.; De50.707 eV; and ve5956
cm21. Unfortunately, the HeNe1 ground-state’s experimen
tal data seem not to be completely settled@15#, but our the-
oretical results compare well to earlier MRD-CI calculatio
in the slightly smaller basis sets of Gemein, deVivie, a
Peyerimhoff @@15#~b!# who obtained Re52.67 a.u.,
De50.70 eV, andve5857 cm21. A final test on the accu-
racy of the MRCI method for the treatment of electron co
relation was performed for part of theX 1S1 ground-state
potential-energy curve of HeNe21. In contrast to earlier the-
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TABLE I. Theoretically investigated electronic states of HeNe21.

Dissociation limit Label

Relative
energy
~eV!a

Associated molecular
states

He1(2S)1Ne1(2P) I 0.00 X 1S1, A 1P, a 3P, b 3S1

He(1S)1Ne21(3P) II 16.50 c 3S2, d 3P

He(1S)1Ne21(1D) III 19.66 B 1D, C 1P, D 1S1

He(1S)1Ne21(1S) IV 23.37 E 1S1

He1(2S)1Ne1(2S) V 26.88 F 1S1, e 3S1

He211Ne(1S) VI 32.81 G 1S1

aAtomic term energies are weighted averages over the individualJ levels from Ref.@13#.
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oretical work using the configuration interaction method w
significantly smaller basis sets@2#, we find that both a dis-
tinct local minimum and local maximum, instead of only
broad shoulder, occur at around 2.0 and 2.5 a.u., res
tively. The resulting metastable region of the potenti
energy curve supports a single vibrational level which w
localized using the Numerov method. The MRCI1Q
potential-energy curve for this region is plotted in Fig.
together with the corresponding curves calculated from
single-reference Hartree-Fock~HF! based methods:~i! the
coupled cluster approximation including all single a
double excitations and a perturbative estimate of the tr
excitations@16# @CCSD~T!#, and ~ii ! the modified coupled-
pair functional~MCPF! approach@17#. For cases in which
the Hartree-Fock determinant represents already a g
zeroth-order wave function of the system, the former
proach usually picks up at least as much of the correla
energy as the MRCI scheme, while the latter is somew
less rigorous but has been included since MCPF has
quently been used in similar calculations. If there were la
differences between the potential-energy curves resul
from the three computational schemes, this would poin
degeneracy problems in the wave function or to deficienc
c-
-
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in the treatment of the dynamical electron correlation. T
corresponding total energies are given in Table IV. First n
that in terms of total energies in the metastable region,
MRCI1Q and CCSD~T! approaches deviate byat most 1
mH, and thus the corresponding parts of the potential ene
are quite similar. The total well depth is 182 meV in th
MRCI1Q potential-energy curve and 142 meV in th
CCSD~T! potential-energy curve. The location of the min
mum is quite similar with both methods@2.000 a.u.
MRCI1Q and 1.998 a.u. CCSD~T!#, while the CCSD~T!
maximum is at a slightly shorter He-Ne internuclear d
tance, consistent with the lower barrier height. The go
qualitative and quantitative agreement with the CCSD~T!
calculation suggests that the chosen MRCI1Q method for
the calculation of the potential-energy curves should be r
able in terms of the treatment of dynamical electron corre
tion. On the other hand, the MCPF calculation recover
significantly smaller fraction of the correlation energy~5–9
mH in the metastable region! albeit the qualitative shape o
the metastable potential-energy curve is very similar to
other two methods~barrier height of 226 meV, minimum a
1.987 a.u., and maximum at 2.508 a.u.!.

The MRCI expansions for all calculated electronic sta
TABLE II. Results from atomic calibration calculations.

Ionization energies Calc. Expt.a

MRCI1Q method

Ne(1S)→Ne1(2P)1e2 21.47 eV 21.59 eV
Ne1(2P)→Ne21(3P)1e2 40.86 eV 41.08 eV
He(1S)→He1(2S)1e2 b 24.57 eV 24.59 eV

Atomic excitation energies

Ne1(2P)→Ne1(2S) 26.81 eV 26.86 eV
Ne21(3P)→Ne21(1D) 3.19 eV 3.16 eV
Ne21(3P)→Ne21(1S) 6.88 eV 6.87 eV

Atomic dipole polarizabilities

Ne 2.56 a.u. 2.67 a.u.c

He b 1.37 a.u. 1.38 a.u.c

aAtomic term energies are weighted averages over the individualJ levels from Ref.@13# since spin-orbit
coupling was not included in the calculations.
bSince the helium atom is a two-electron system, the1Q correction was not used.
cReference@23#.
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1272 56I. BEN-ITZHAK et al.
are listed in Table V atR53.0 a.u. The calculated potentia
energy curves of the ground and excited electronic state
HeNe21 are presented in Fig. 3. The incomplete set
MRCI1Q numbers for theG state shown in Fig. 4 is due t
severe root flipping problems in the CAS-SCF orbital op
mization. TheG andF states have been also calculated us
the ground state CAS-SCF orbitals with no optimization~la-
beled MRCI in Fig. 4! as explained in further detail below
The numerical potential-energy values are tabulated on
e-PAPS system@18#. Finally, the transition dipole moment
between the different electronic states of HeNe21 are given
in Table VI.

TABLE III. The X 2S1 electronic ground-state potential-energ
curve of HeNe1.

R~a.u.! E~a.u.!

2.00 2130.920 022
2.30 2130.973 923
2.50 2130.985 886
2.60 2130.988 269
2.70 2130.988 996
2.80 2130.988 504
2.90 2130.987 272
3.00 2130.985 621
3.20 2130.981 769
3.50 2130.976 473
3.70 2130.973 558
4.00 2130.970 468
5.00 2130.966 321
6.00 2130.965 381
9.00 2130.964 774
50.00 2130.963 023

FIG. 2. The potential-energy curves of theX 1S1 electronic
ground state of HeNe21 calculated by~i! MRCI1Q ~solid line!; ~b!
CCSD~T! ~dashed line!; and ~c! MCPF ~dashed-dotted line!.
of
f

-
g

e

B. Decay rates

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the excit
bound electronic states of HeNe21 can only decay to the
atomic fragments via initial dipole transitions to lower repu
sive states, which dissociate spontaneously. Metastable
cited states, such as theF 1S1 state, can also decay by tun
neling through the potential-energy barrier, while t
metastableX 1S1 ground state decays only by tunneling. W
have calculated the average decay rate of each vibrati
state for each relevant decay mechanism as discussed b
in order to find states which agree with the experimen
values.

1. Decay by tunneling

Metastable electronic states have a local minimum a
thus can decay by tunneling through the potential-ene
barrier. The energy of the resonant vibrational states as
as the tunneling decay rate~i.e., the resonance width! have
been calculated using the phase-shift method describe
detail in our previous work@19#. The mean lifetimes of vi-
brational states decaying by tunneling decrease rapidly w
increasing vibrational quantum number because the ba
they have to tunnel through becomes smaller. It is import
to note that typically the mean lifetimes differ by large fa
tors from one vibrational state to the other as can be s
from the exponential dependence in the known WKB tunn
ing rate formula@20# ~in a.u.!

tv
21}e22A2m*a

bdRAV~R!2Ev, ~3!

wherem is the reduced mass of the molecule, which is of t
order of a few thousand a.u. for common diatomic m
ecules. For example, factors of about three orders of ma
tude have been calculated for highly excited vibration
states of NeAr21 in its electronic ground state@19#. Large
differences are also expected between the mean lifetime

TABLE IV. Total energies~in a.u.! of theX 1S1 ground state of
HeNe21 in the metastable region calculated with three differe
methods.

R ~a.u.! EMRCI1Q ECCSD(T) EMCPF

1.60 2129.700 950 2129.701 754 2129.689 111
1.70 2129.722 315 2129.722 295 2129.717 285
1.80 2129.733 859 2129.733 353 2129.728 458
1.90 2129.738 916 2129.738 330 2129.733 205
1.95 2129.739 917 2129.739 302 2129.734 614
2.00 2129.740 206 2129.739 574 2129.734 158
2.05 2129.739 970 2129.739 335 2129.733 632
2.10 2129.739 364 2129.738 745 2129.732 961
2.20 2129.737 557 2129.737 056 2129.730 798
2.30 2129.735 618 2129.735 396 2129.728 529
2.40 2129.734 137 2129.734 406 2129.726 770
2.46 2129.733 638 2129.734 406 2129.726 135
2.50 2129.733 506 2129.734 667 2129.725 926
2.54 2129.733 549 2129.735 176 2129.725 900
2.60 2129.733 958 2129.736 438 2129.726 225
2.80 2129.738 376 2129.745 306 2129.730 418
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TABLE V. MRCI expansions for different electronic states of HeNe21 at R53.0 a.u.

State Number Total number Important configurations Extra Ref. Mulliken populations
of Ref. of CSFs Occupation Coefficient weight ~natural MRCI orbitals!
CSFs in MRCI a b c

X 1S1 8 201 848 22 022 0.836 0.027 He: 1.03(s); S51.04
20 222 20.522 Ne: 3.99(s), 0.96(p0),1.99(p6); S58.96

A 1P 3 129 259 22 132 0.987 0.026 He: 1.03(s); S51.04
Ne: 3.99(s), 1.95(p0), 1.00(p1), 1.99(p2); S58.96

a 3P 3 202 555 22 112 0.985 0.028 He: 1.05(s); S51.07
Ne: 3.99(s), 1.92(p0), 1.00(p1), 1.99(p2); S58.96

b 3S1 3 232 704 21 122 0.987 0.026 He: 1.00(s); S51.01
Ne: 3.99(s), 1.00(p0), 1.99(p6); S58.99

c 3S2 1 125 773 22 211 0.990 0.020 He: 1.95(s); S51.96
Ne: 4.00(s), 2.00(p0), 1.00(p6); S58.04

d 3P 3 202 555 12 212 0.971 0.034 He: 1.89(s); S51.90
22 112 0.152 Ne: 4.00(s), 1.08(p0), 1.00(p1), 1.99(p2); S58.96

B 1D 8 20 148 22 202 0.698 0.026 He: 1.91(s); S51.92
22 220 20.698 Ne: 4.00(s), 0.87(p0), 1.59(p6); S58.07

C 1P 3 129 259 21 232 0.981 0.030 He: 1.92(s); S51.92
22 132 0.087 Ne: 4.00(s), 1.05(p0), 1.00(p1), 1.99(p2); S58.07

D 1S1 8 201 848 02 222 20.750 0.031 He: 1.91(s); S51.92
13 222 20.075 Ne: 4.00(s), 0.87(p0), 1.59(p6); S58.07
20 222 0.060
22 202 0.445
22 220 0.445

E 1S1 8 201 848 02 222 0.619 0.025 He: 1.93(s); S51.94
20 222 20.185 Ne: 3.94(s), 1.23(p0), 1.43(p6); S58.06
22 202 0.526
22 220 0.526

F 1S1 8 201 848 02 222 20.060 0.045 He: 1.91(s); S51.92
13 222 20.086 Ne: 4.00(s), 0.87(p0), 1.59(p6); S58.07
12 322 0.051
20 222 0.969

e 3S1 3 232 704 21 122 0.962 0.070 He: 1.08(s); S51.10
Ne: 3.05(s), 1.87(p0), 1.96(p6); S58.90

G 1S1 8 201 848 20 222 0.835 0.072 He: 0.84(s); S50.86
22 022 -0.476 Ne: 3.24(s), 1.92(p0), 1.96(p6); S59.14

aFor the three actives and two activep orbitals. ‘‘2’’ denotes double occupation, ‘‘1’’ high-spin coupled single occupation, and ‘
low-spin coupled single occupation.
bOnly coefficientsucu.0.05 are given.
cp0 andpx denote thes andp components of thep-type atomic orbitals, the total population is denoted asS.
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different isotopes of a molecular ion decaying by tunnelin
because of the shift of the vibrational energies caused by
different reduced massesm ~see Ref.@4#!.

2. Decay by dipole transitions

Excited electronic states can decay by dipole transition
lower states. These transitions are considered to be ver
i.e., the nuclear motion is negligible relative to the dipo
transition time. Thus, one can use the Born-Oppenhei
approximation. The Franck-Condon principle, on the ot
hand, is not expected to be valid for HeNe21, because the
dipole moments depend strongly on the internuclear
tance,R ~see Table VI!. We have used a simple approxim
tion which takes into account the dependence of the e
,
he

to
al,

er
r
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c-

tronic dipole moment onR ~for details see Ref.@21#!. The
average decay rate from any initial statek to any final dis-
sociative statea is

Wka
s 5E

0

`

dR Wka
s ~R!ucva

~R!u2, ~4!

where the electronic spontaneous decay rate atR, Wka(R), is
given by

Wka
s 5

4

3

vka
3 ~R!

c3 ur ka~R!u2, ~5!

where vka(R)5Ek(R)2Ea(R) is the transition frequency
and r ka(R) is the dipole moment. For these calculations t
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wave functions of the vibrational states,cv(R), were evalu-
ated using the Fourier grid method@22#.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The potential-energy curves of HeNe21 are shown in Fig.
3 for the dissociation limits listed in Table I. TheX 1S1

ground state and theF 1S1 states are metastable, while the
other states associated with the He1(2S)1Ne1(2P) and
He1(2S)1Ne1(2S) dissociation limits are repulsive. All the

FIG. 3. The potential-energy curves of all the electronic states
HeNe21 calculated by the MRCI1Q method.

FIG. 4. The potential-energy curves of theF andG electronic
states of HeNe21 calculated by MRCI1Q method~symbols! and
by MRCI method using the ground state CAS-SCF natural orbita
~lines!. ~The latter were shifted by -0.035 a.u. in order to matc
them with the more precise MRCI1Q calculations!.
calculated states correlating with the calculated He1Ne21

asymptotes~II–IV, Table I! are bound by the long-rang
attractive electrostatic interaction between the Ne21 and the
polarized He. Each of these states has a minimum aroun
internuclear separation of 4–5 a.u. which is deep enoug
sustain a few bound vibrational states. The same applie
the G 1S1 state, which correlates with the He211 Ne disso-
ciation limit. The peculiar shapes of the potential ener
curves of theF andG states call for further comment. Firs
a more technical point: near the local maximum of theF
state potential-energy curve, the CAS-SCF orbital optimi
tion procedure failed due to severe root flipping problem
The individualF state energies used for the plot in Fig.
were calculated in two separate runs, each approaching
barrier location from shorter and longer internuclear d
tances, respectively, and using the natural CAS-SCF orb
from a neighboring point as an initial guess. A slight~about
3 mH! energy difference in the extrapolated barrier locatio
explains the weak discontinuity in theF state potential-
energy curve seen in Fig. 3 aroundR54.5 a.u. Root flipping
and divergence problems for theG state were even more
pronounced and could not be solved for internuclear d
tancesR.3.8 a.u. Consequently, the long-range potent
energy curve for this state could not be computed using
dividually optimized orbitals.

To overcome these problems, a second set of calculat
of the F and G states was performed, where the natu
orbitals, in which the MRCI wave function was expande
were those from the CAS-SCF calculation of theX 1S1

ground state. In these calculations the1Q correction was
not applied, since the ground-state orbitals might be bia
against either of the two excited states. The MRCI potent
energy curves, thus obtained, are plotted in Fig. 4. It
clearly recognized that in the adiabatic picture, statesF and
G, which have the same space and spin symmetry (1S1)
undergo an avoided crossing at around 4.6 a.u. As a co
quence, theF state potential-energy curve exhibits a barr
and is therefore metastable. The minimum and maxim
locations are atR53.099 andR54.641 a.u., respectively
and the barrier height amounts to 0.420 eV. This poten
well supports five vibrational states for the4He 20Ne21 iso-
tope at 424, 1131, 1798, 2419, and 2984 cm21 above its
minimum. ~These values were calculated neglecting the
fect of tunneling on the vibrational levels.! Note that the
extremum points lie at almost the same internuclear sep
tions as in the MRCI1Q treatment with individually opti-
mized orbitals, which suggests that the use of the grou
state orbitals for the MRCI expansion of theF state yields
physically meaningful results.

Utilizing a diabatic picture, i.e., where no dynamical co
plings between the states occur and crossings betw
potential-energy curves of the same spatial and spin sym
try are allowed, theF state derives from the He211 Ne
asymptote, which is intrinsically attractive due to the char
induced-dipole interaction@2#. Conversely, theG state at
shorter internuclear distances derives from the Coulom
repulsive Ne1(2S,3s13p6)1He1(2S) asymptote. As a con-
sequence of the avoided crossing, theG state potential-
energy curve also adopts a bound shape. The total well d
amounts to 9.7 mH, and the minimum is located at arou
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TABLE VI. Transition dipole moments~in a.u.!

From: B 1D C 1P c 3S2 d 3P

To: A 1P X 1S1 A 1P a 3P a 3P b 3S1

R~a.u.!

1.50 0.0163 0.0075 0.6916 0.0360 0.6652 0.0129
1.60 0.0153 0.0094 0.7329 0.0353 0.7218 0.0103
1.70 0.0129 0.0108 0.7673 0.0328 0.7725 0.0068
1.80 0.0098 0.0114 0.7950 0.0294 0.8175 0.0034
1.90 0.0064 0.0108 0.8156 0.0255 0.8566 0.0001
2.00 0.0030 0.0105 0.8283 0.0211 0.8892 0.0026
2.20 0.0034 0.0077 0.8270 0.0123 0.9305 0.0070
2.50 0.0103 0.0013 0.7601 0.0007 0.9181 0.0110
2.80 0.0136 0.0050 0.6408 0.0064 0.8241 0.0130
3.00 0.0142 0.0081 0.5508 0.0090 0.7344 0.0135
3.50 0.0128 0.0107 0.3460 0.0104 0.4946 0.0124
4.00 0.0098 0.0091 0.2033 0.0087 0.3012 0.0097
5.00 0.0045 0.0045 0.0658 0.0042 0.0992 0.0045
6.00 0.0020 0.0018 0.0204 0.0017 0.0313 0.0018
7.00 0.0007 0.0007 0.0061 0.0006 0.0097 0.0006
8.00 0.0002 0.0002 0.0018 0.0002 0.0029 0.0002
9.00 0.0001 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0008 0.0001

From: D 1S1 E 1S1 F 1S1 G 1S1

To: X 1S1 A 1P X 1S1 A 1P X 1S1 A 1P X 1S1

R~a.u.!

1.50 0.8893 0.2663 0.2852 0.0100 0.3044 0.3066
1.60 0.9475 0.2564 0.3775 0.0317
1.70 0.9973 0.2420 0.5927 0.0778 0.1829 0.2915
1.80 1.0435 0.2193 0.8656 0.1269 0.0968 0.2958
1.90 0.4768 0.0155 1.0881 0.1732 0.0039 0.3017
2.00 0.1973 0.0348 1.0113 0.1610 0.1092 0.3039
2.20 0.3081 0.0289 0.9384 0.0808 0.2878 0.2849
2.50 0.4725 0.0259 0.7794 0.0314 0.4132 0.1987 0.1
2.80 0.5689 0.0215 0.5827 0.0215 0.4102 0.1022
2.90 0.3620
3.00 0.5561 0.0181 0.4569 0.0198 0.3759 0.0656 0.3
3.10 0.2619
3.50 0.3970 0.0113 0.2443 0.0159 0.2615 0.0238 0.1
3.70 0.1414
4.00 0.2433 0.0075 0.1361 0.0115 0.1667 0.0093 0.1
4.40 0.1115 0.0045 0.0863
5.00 0.0807 0.0028 0.0437 0.0050 0.04
5.70 0.0209
6.00 0.0257 0.0010 0.0137 0.0019
7.00 0.0079 0.0004 0.0042 0.0007
8.00 0.0024 0.0001 0.0012 0.0002
9.00 0.0007 0.0000 0.0005 0.0001
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4.7 a.u., which supports 29 vibrational states for
4He 20Ne21 isotope, for example. Given all these difficu
ties, the mean lifetime of the vibrational states bound to
G state are less accurate than those of the other states
they should be considered as estimates only. These estim
are, however, sufficient to compare the calculations with
experimental data~as discussed below!.

Now, let us focus on theX 1S1 ground state shown in
Fig. 5. This state, according to our calculations, has a m
e

e
nd
tes
e

h

deeper potential well than calculated previously by Mon
bonel, Cimiraglia, and Persico@2~a!# and others@2~b–d!#.
Furthermore, the local minimum of the present potenti
energy curve is 0.1743 Hartree lower than the previous o
Note that there is even a qualitative difference between
sets of calculationswhile ours sustains a resonant vibra
tional state, the older ones do not. The previous potential-
energy curve@2~a!# was computed using an MRCI approac
based on only four reference configurations, HF-S
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orbitals and employing a much less flexible 6–311 G* ~i.e.,
4s3p1d and 3s for Ne and He, respectively! one-particle
description than in the current investigation. Consequent
the expansion of the MRCI wave function employed in Re
@2~a!# is significantly less accurate than the one construct
in our present study, leading to the quantitative and qualit
tive differences between the two sets of calculations.
should be noted that the reason for the occurrence of a b
rier in the ground-state potential-energy curve can be attri
uted in a diabatic picture to an interaction of this state wit
the high-lying state correlating with the He211 Ne asymp-
tote as indicated previously by Mercier, Chamband, an
Levy @2~d!#. As mentioned above, the metastable ground
state potential-energy curve is deep enough to sustain
single vibrational state which decays by tunneling throug
the potential-energy barrier. The energy of the4He 20Ne21

ground state,Ev5052129.737 a.u., and its mean lifetime,
tv50511 ps, have been calculated using the phase-sh

FIG. 5. The calculatedX 1S1 ground-state potential-energy
curve of HeNe21. Solid line—this work; dashed line from Ref.
@2~a!#.
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method~see Sec. III B!. This short mean lifetime makes
impossible to detect the HeNe21 ground state in our mea
surements. This result is in agreement with the predict
that it is very unlikely to detect the HeNe21 in its ground
state made by Frenkinget al. @3# based on their compute
potential-energy curve which agrees well with the results
Montabonel, Cimiraglia, and Persico@2~a!#.

Tunneling decay rates of isotopes with different reduc
masses are expected to vary by large factors as discuss
Sec. III B ~see also Ref.@4# for an example calculation!. The
measured mean lifetimes of the three HeNe21 isotopes are
55610, 72614, and 184632 ns for the~3,20!, ~3,22!, and
~4,20! combinations~i.e., m54775, 4833, and 6077 a.u.!, re-
spectively. These differences are much smaller than th
expected for tunneling, suggesting that the long-liv
HeNe21 molecular ions decay by dipole electronic tran
tions to lower dissociating states. This conclusion guided
theoretical search for the appropriate states of each isoto

The electronic dipole decay rates at a fixedR ~around

TABLE VII. Dipole transition rates and mean lifetimes est
mated atR aroundR0 of each state.

Initial Final R Wka
s (R) t(R)

state state ~a.u.! ~a.u.! ~s!

B 1D A 1P 4.0 4.97310212 4.931026

C 1P X 1S1 4.0 4.07310212 5.931026

A 1P 4.0 2.1331029 1131029

D 1S1 X 1S1 4.0 2.9131029 8.331029

A 1P 4.0 2.90310212 8.331026

c 3S2 a 3P 4.0 1.64310212 1531026

d 3P a 3P 5.0 2.0331029 1231029

b 3S1 4.0 2.11310212 1131026

E 1S1 X 1S1 5.0 1.9931029 1231029

A 1P 4.0 1.47310211 1.631026

F 1S1 a X 1S1 3.0 4.7031028 0.5131029

A 1P 3.0 1.4031029 1731029

G 1S1 X 1S1 4.7 2.0031029 12.131029

aThe F 1S1 state can also decay by tunneling~see text!.
-
nsitions,
TABLE VIII. Long-lived states~electronic and vibrationalv f) of 3He 22Ne21 with decay rates in agree
ment with the measured ones. The main dissociating state each one decays to by dipole electronic tra
the main initial vibrational state of the parent3He 22Ne1 molecular ion feeding themv i , and the charge-
stripping transition energyEtrn ~see text!.

Decaying HeNe21 state: d 3P D 1S1 C 1P E 1S1 G 1S1

v f 314 6,7 6 9110 5,6

Dipole transitions to state: a 3P X 1S1 A 1P X 1S1 X 1S1

Populated from HeNe1(v i): 4 2,3 2,3 2 5
Etrn ~a.u.! 1.51 1.63 1.63 1.77 2.10
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TABLE IX. Mean lifetimes of HeNe21 vibrational states~ns!.

~a! 3He 20Ne21

v C 1P D 1S1 d 3P E 1S1

0 12.4 10.8 25.8 28.2
1 14.3 11.5 29.1 23.7
2 17.4 13.3 36.9 21.2
3 23.7 18.5 53.7 20.3
4 33.1 26.9 98.8 21.2
5 43.3 38.6 110 23.5
6 62.5 56.8 181 26.3
7 96.8 87.6 280 29.2
8 153 143 546 32.6
9 272 256 1140 43.6
10 533 519 2940 151
11 1260 1310 11 800 205
12 4210 5010 328
13 754
14 2420
~b! 3He 22Ne21

v C 1P D 1S1 d 3P E 1S1

0 12.4 10.8 25.8 28.2
1 14.3 11.5 29.1 23.7
2 17.4 13.3 36.7 21.1
3 23.6 18.3 53.1 20.3
4 32.9 26.6 97.9 21.1
5 42.9 38.1 110 23.4
6 61.5 56 177 26.2
7 95.1 85.9 274 29.0
8 149 140 533 32.4
9 263 247 1090 42.2
10 508 495 2730 147
11 1180 1220 10400 180
12 3772 4430 299
13 705
14 2200
~c! 4He 20Ne21

v C 1P D 1S1 d 3P E 1S1

0 12.3 10.7 25.6 28.5
1 14.0 11.3 28.3 24.2
2 16.3 12.6 34.2 21.5
3 20.8 15.9 44.6 20.3
4 28.2 22.5 74.8 20.4
5 36.9 30.6 103 21.9
6 47.3 43.0 123 24.4
7 67.0 61.3 198 27.0
8 98.3 90.2 288 29.5
9 148 139 516 32.5
10 245 229 981 39.9
11 429 415 2120 118
12 857 866 6040 117
13 2100 2290 265
14 7540 9830 580
15 1330
16 3980
R0), shown in Table VII, have been calculated using Eq.~5!
for the F 1S1 metastable state and all the bound electro
states. The estimated mean lifetimes are also shown in
table. For states which have two dipole-transition dec
modes the decay rate and mean lifetime of each decay m
was calculated neglecting the other. The mean lifetimes
excited vibrational states are expected to increase with
creasing vibrational quantum numberv because the nuclea
wave functionscv(R) span a wider range of internuclea
distances where the dipole moments are typically sma
~see Table VI!. The B 1D and c 3S2 states have mean life
times on the order ofms ~see Table VII!, and thus do not
contribute to the HeNe21 decay measured in our exper
ments. However, this does not exclude the possibility t
they are populated and behave as a ‘‘stable’’ fraction in
HeNe21 beam. The metastableF 1S1 state decays much
faster to theX 1S1 ground state than to the excitedA 1P
state. Neglecting the slower decay mode a mean lifetime
0.51 ns is estimated at the local minimum of this state. T
one expects the mean lifetime of the ground vibrational s
to be about 0.5 ns. The excited vibrational states are
pected to have only slightly longer mean lifetimes beca
the potential well has a much shorter range relative to
bound electronic states, and as a result smaller changes i
dipole moments. Furthermore, the highly excited vibratio

TABLE X. Mean lifetimes of HeNe21 vibrational states bound
to theG electronic state~ns!.

v 3He 20Ne21 3He 22Ne21 4He 20Ne21

0 13.2 13.2 13.0
1 20.1 20.0 18.9
2 29.0 28.9 26.3
3 38.7 38.4 34.7
4 49.8 49.4 43.7
5 64.1 63.6 54.8
6 82.2 81.5 68.9
7 102 102 85.7
8 129 127 104
9 162 160 128
10 203 200 156
11 257 253 191
12 327 322 235
13 420 412 291
14 545 533 361
15 715 698 452
16 952 925 570
17 1 286 1 246. 726
18 1 768 1 706. 934
19 2 482 2 385 1 216
20 3 568 3 410 1 606
21 5 273 5 009 2 153
22 8 051 7 593 2 938
23 12 776 11 948 4 089
24 21 205 19 651 5 823
25 31 307 30 611 8 516
26 12 846
27 20 093
28 30 767
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1278 56I. BEN-ITZHAK et al.
states may decay even faster by tunneling through
potential-energy barrier, thus reducing the mean lifetimes
these states. Thus, theF 1S1 state decays much faster, an
the B 1D and c 3S2 states much slower, than the measur
rates.

The estimated mean lifetimes aroundR0 of the d 3P,
C 1P, D 1S1, E 1S1, and G 1S1 states suggest that th
mean lifetimes of some of the vibrational states bound
these potential wells might be in agreement with the exp
mental values. The mean lifetimes of these states in
3He 22Ne21 isotope have been calculated as explained
Sec. III B taking into account only the fast decay mo
shown in Table VIII. The calculated mean lifetimes of a
vibrational states are shown in Tables IX and X for all me
sured isotopes. Some of the vibrational states~printed in bold
face! are in good agreement with the measured decay r
shown in Fig. 1 for all measured isotopes and for all the
electronic states. Note, that for thed 3P andE 1S1 states of
the 3He 22Ne21 isotope, only a mixture of the 314 and
9110 vibrational states, respectively, is in agreement w
the experimental decay rate. Thus, it is indicated that dip
electronic transitions to lower dissociating states are the
cay mechanism of the measured long-lived HeNe21 molecu-
lar ions. However, the questionwhich of the bound excited
electronic states is populated in the charge-stripping co
sions,is still open. Vibrational states with shorter mean lif
times will dissociate in flight before the analyzer and th
will not be detected. On the other hand, vibrational sta
with longer mean lifetimes will reach the detector befo
their decay and will, in practice, be detected as ‘‘stabl
HeNe21. However, by looking only at the He fragmen

FIG. 6. The possible vertical transition from the electron
ground state of the parent3He 22Ne1 populating thev f55,6 vibra-
tional states of theG 1S1 state of the dication, which have mea
lifetimes in agreement with experiment. Note, that this transitio
originate mainly from thev i55 vibrational state.
e
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from the dissociation of the long-lived HeNe21 we have
chosen to ignore the ‘‘stable’’ molecular ions, i.e., we f
cused on a narrow window of mean lifetimes.

In the charge-stripping collisions a vertical transition fro
the HeNe1 parent molecular ions populates the vibration
states of the long-lived HeNe21 molecular ions, whose de
cay we observed experimentally. Consider, for examp
Figs. 6 and 7 for the case of the3He 22Ne21 isotope: In the
first figure it is shown that collisions which populate th
v f55, 6 vibrational states bound to theG 1S1 electronic
state originate preferentially from thev i55 state of the par-
ent molecular ion. This is due to the required overlap b
tween the initial and final vibrational wave functions. In th
second figure we show the respective vertical transitions
populate the vibrational states of interest of the remain
four electronic states which may have been measured
Table VIII we summarize the information we have about t
states with calculated mean lifetimes in agreement with
periment. The energy needed for the transitionEexc is also
given in the table. Using the information listed in Table VI
one can argue that theG 1S1 state should be the least likel
of the five to be populated in the charge-stripping collisio
because a higher excitation energy is needed. Furtherm
this state is populated from the highest initial vibration
state which is typically a smaller fraction of the incomin
HeNe1 beam, because singly charged molecular ions p
duced in rf ion sources, like the one used in our accelera
typically have a Boltzmann distribution of vibrational stat
with an effective temperature of a few thousand degrees,

s
FIG. 7. The possible vertical transitions from the3He 22Ne1

ground state to thed 3P, C 1P, D 1S1, E 1S1 states of the dication
which have mean lifetimes in agreement with experiment.
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the fraction of HeNe1 molecular ions in a given vibrationa
statev i falls off with increasingv i .

The situation for the other four states is more comp
cated. For example, thed 3P state is populated from a highe
vibrational state of the parent HeNe1 than the C 1P,
D 1S1, andE 1S1 states, which originate from roughly th
same initial vibrational states. On the other hand, the exc
tion energy needed for the charge-stripping transition is lo
est for thed 3P state, and thus, the lowest transition ener
favors thed 3P state over the others while the initial vibra
tional state feeding it is least populated. Therefore, qua
tive arguments based on the charge-stripping mechan
forming the long-lived HeNe21 cannot help to exclude an
of these states, even theG 1S1 state which is expected to b
the least likely according to the argument given above can
be excluded because the transition energy and initial pop
tion differences are not that large. Thus the number of p
sible electronic states associated with the measured l
lived HeNe21 molecular ions cannot be reduced from fiv
In order to determine the relative population of each of th
long-lived states in the charge-stripping collisions additio
measurements are needed, such as spectroscopy of the
ted photons or measurements of the kinetic energy rele
upon dissociation. Given the very low rate for HeNe21 pro-
duction ~typically, a few per second! the latter approach is
more promising. Another possible approach is to condu
quantitative theoretical study of the transition probabilities
the different electronic states of HeNe21 in fast HeNe1 1
Ar collisions, and by that determine the relative importan
of these long-lived states.

Finally, note that out of the five possible electronic stat
three have the same1S1 symmetry as the electronic groun
state. Thus, the argument used commonly that long-lived
cited electronic states which decay via initial dipole ele
m
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tronic transitions should have a different symmetry than
dissociating states below them is not always valid.

V. SUMMARY

The mean lifetimes of two additional isotopes of the lon
lived HeNe21 molecular ion were measured. The mass
4He 20Ne21 isotope has the longest mean lifetime 184632
ns, while the mean lifetimes of the lighter isotopes are clo
to each other, 55610 ns for 3He 20Ne21, and 72614 ns for
3He 22Ne21. The similarity between the latter is due to the
reduced masses being much closer to each other than t
reduced mass of4He 20Ne21. Our calculations indicate tha
the d 3P, C 1P, D 1S1, E 1S1, andG 1S1 electronic states
of HeNe21 have vibrational states which decay at rates c
sistent with the measured decay rate for all isotopes m
sured. These states decay by dipole transitions to lower
sociating states, a decay mechanism for which only sm
isotopic effects are expected. Additional measurements
needed to determine the relative population of these lo
lived states in HeNe11Ar charge-stripping collisions. Fi-
nally, the new calculations of theX 1S1 ground electronic
state indicate that it is metastable in contrast to being
bound as predicted in previous calculations. However,
only vibrational resonance in the ground-state potent
energy curve has a mean lifetime of;11 ps, too short to be
detected in our measurements.
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